
„Faster, more direct    
 access to specific   
 information.”

The mobile  
publication  
platform



„ Enterprise Mobility is a strategic topic 
for our customers: they want to make 
all types of documents available on the 
move with little effort. DOCUFY TopicPilot 
is the perfect solution for publishing all 
information simply, securely and device-
specifically“.

    Nadine Prill, CEO, DOCUFY GmbH

www.tuv-sud.com/ms-cert



Think future, publish mobile. 

TopicPilot allows you to make company-wide content 
accessible and available for specific devices, anytime, 
anywhere – the key technology for seizing the potential 
of your Information Space.

Your business: 
Enterprise mobility is a strategic issue 
for your company. You want to make 
various types of information and com-
plex documents available on mobile 
devices with minimum effort. Everyone 
should be able to find relevant informa-
tion quickly and have access to it at all 
times. 

Our solution: 
TopicPilot is an out-of-the-box solution 
for publishing company-wide information 
on mobile devices, the intranet, or on the 
Web the easy way. TopicPilot can be used 
immediately with the existing data.  
A powerful search is a major feature of 
the application.

Fit for the future:
Individualized documentation as deman-
ded by the industry of the future cannot 
be achieved cost effectively without con-
verting to a topic-based documentation 
process. Today, TopicPilot already offers 
all the functions required to master the 
challenges of tomorrow.



„You can immediately 
start using TopicPilot 
intuitively.”

Join the world of enterprise mobility cost effectively 
and professionally – now! 

Tobias Nelitz,  
Consultant, DOCUFY GmbH



Ready to use

   You can publish all your data straight away
   Easy data import from various sources, such  

as the file system 
   All required data is immediately accessible  

on mobile devices

Cost efficient

  Quick and precise access to  
 up-to-date information saves time 

   No production costs for paper  
and/or digital media 

   Thanks to intuitive operation, no training is 
required, which saves time and money 

   Ability to update individual information at 
any time saves effort and money for updating 
procedures

   You benefit from low entry costs for low user 
numbers and from attractive conditions for 
high user numbers  

 

Secure

   Your data is secured with the latest  
 encryption methods

   Hosting at German data centers guarantees a 
private cloud solution based on German data 
protection law  

   Access to your data is protected by standard 
authorization procedures  

   Extensive user and rights management enables 
you to selectively restrict access to your data 
by defining authorized users  

Smart

   You receive a highly efficient full-text search 
regardless of file format 

   All users are constantly up to date –  
automatically

   A smart faceted search ensures direct access 
to relevant information 

   Thanks to efficient reporting, you always know 
who is using your data and how 

 

Intuitive

  Operation is straightforward and intuitive 
   The user interface of the mobile apps is based 

on the standards of the respective mobile ope-
rating system 

Customizable

   TopicPilot adapts itself to your corporate 
design requirements 

   Enterprise versions allow for customer-specific 
apps and individual features.

Ready for the future

   You receive an efficient mobile publication 
platform and are ready to master the future 
challenges of a digital company

   The volume of information and number of 
users is virtually unlimited 

   DOCUFY automatically adapts the  
software to new target systems and publication  
specifications

Your benefits at a glance:



TopicPilot:
Server software plus native apps
TopicPilot is a DOCUFY standard solution for the 
easy publication of all types of information on mobile 
devices and the internet. TopicPilot consists of server 
software, a Web application, and native apps that run 
on various mobile operating systems such as iOS or 
Android and the respective devices.

Installation:
Quick and easy
TopicPilot is offered as a cloud solution and requires 
no installation costs or own IT infrastructure. Detailed 
data import specifications allow you to upload existing 
data to TopicPilot quickly and easily. Classification 
metadata – if available – can also be imported and 
evaluated straight away. TopicPilot comes with a 
valuable default configuration and requires nearly no 
effort to set productive. The TopicPilot server can also 
be operated in a separate data center if information 
requires special protection.

 
 
 

Application:
Intuitive user interface
Dedicated apps (Android and iOS) for mobile 
devices are available. A responsive user interface 
enables access from a Web browser. The software’s 
user interface is designed to be operated intuitively 
straight away without the need for any tutorials. 

Purpose: 
Mobile publication platform
TopicPilot enables to publish structured and 
unstructured information on mobile devices 
(smartphones, tablets, and embedded devices), the 
internet, and the intranet (HTML5). With TopicPilot, 
all company-wide information is accessible anytime, 
anywhere.  
 

 

Benefits:
Mobile access to specific information
All process-relevant information can be published 
digitally on mobile devices and the Web using 
TopicPilot – quickly and easily, without the need for 
extensive IT projects. It enables you to optimally 
and cost effectively support all company-relevant 
processes relating to sales, marketing, assembly, 
initial operation, usage, maintenance, support,  
disposal and much more – both today and in the 
digital business processes of the future.

Document-independent search: 
Find information the topic-based way
TopicPilot provides direct and precise access to the 
desired information. Specific information can be 
searched for independently of existing document 
structures. Additionally to all multimedia content, 
more in-depth information is also displayed with the 
“What’s related” function. 

 
 

„It’s better.” 
TopicPilot’s top features.



Search functions:
Faceted searches make finding  
information easier
TopicPilot offers a highly efficient full-text search 
function, where practically all data formats are 
screened and the required information is accurately 
located. If additional classifying features are avai-
lable for the data, TopicPilot evaluates them and 
provides them to the user as a faceted search.  

Added value through data classification:
Data structure supports searches 
The highly efficient TopicPilot full-text search 
already provides excellent search results. Its 
accuracy can be enhanced greatly if there are 
classifying features in addition to user data. This 
ranges from file structures and attributes from a file 
system to more detailed classifications from edito-
rial, ERP, and database systems. TopicPilot can use 
them for searches via data import, without the  
need for configuration.   
 
 

Data security:
The latest standards
TopicPilot offers the latest security standards, 
which are also used for instance in electronic 
payment. Sensitive data can be stored on a com-
pany-operated TopicPilot server. The data is trans-
ferred in encrypted form, and access authorization 
can be managed so as to ensure that only authori-
zed users have access to sensitive data.  

Data updates:
Incremental updates are fully supported
Parts of the data in the TopicPilot database are 
updated whenever a document or a specific topic 
is created, changed, or deleted. Outdated or invalid 
data is not stored, thanks to a smart link concept 
that ensures that the links continue to work pro-
perly after the data is updated.   

Format adjustments:
Managing all data 
TopicPilot can import and publish all standard data 
formats as they are. It supports Microsoft Office 
formats such as Word, PowerPoint, and Excel, as 
well as PDF and a wide range of image and video 
formats. Data is displayed on a specific viewer on 
the device.

Offline operation: 
Constant access to data
During internet access, information can be marked 
and downloaded for offline use, and can be orga-
nized and compiled individually using favorites 
lists. The search function is also available in offline 
mode, which gives users constant access to the 
information they need.



TopicPilot professional and TopicPilot enterprise
TopicPilot professional is available as a private cloud solution and provides you Web-based and mobile access to all functions. It can be easily 
adapted to your corporate design. To protect your data, we guarantee that the cloud data center is based in Germany. TopicPilot enterprise gives 
you the option to add customer-specific functions to the standard TopicPilot apps and to sell them in the App Store under your company’s name. 
The TopicPilot server can also be hosted in your own data center. 

Tailored to your individual needs.



Platform & apps

Standardized mobile apps from public app stores (iOS, Android)
with offline synchronization, full-text search, Information Space search, document navigation

Customer-specific mobile apps (iOS, Android)
based on standard app; changes to user navigation and functional upgrades

Corporate mobile apps (iOS, Android)
in public or enterprise app stores 

PROFESSIONAL ENTERPRISE

Styling

Tenant-specific configuration of corporate design
with corporate logo, colors and fonts

Tenant-specific configuration of content presentation
layout of text, headers, legends, images etc. according to customer specifications

Standardized software upgrades
for the TopicPilot platform and the apps

Tenant-specific software upgrade cycles
for the TopicPilot platform and the apps

Data import

Loader for importing data from file system
for the easy import of existing data like Office or PDF documents, and videos

Automatic synchronization interface for importing files from COSIMA
for automatic cross-checking of data from the Component Content Management System

Standard data format for importing data
XML-based data exchange format for integrating content from external systems

Customer-specific data import from external systems
in addition to the standard data format

Integration & programming interfaces (API)

API access to standard REST API
for accessing content from TopicPilot and for automating system configuration

Individual REST APIs
for system integration using information systems within the company



„Be ready for the 
challenges of  
tomorrow’s industry!” 

TopicPilot – the tool for topic-based management  
of your Information Space.

Martin Rademacher,
Product Manager, DOCUFY GmbH



Access rights UseInformation Data import Data sources 

TopicPilot puts your company on track to participate in the documentation processes of tomorrow. 
Your company and product information will be available immediately on a mobile basis. 

Determine the 
information to be 
published

Determine the data 
sources (e.g., the  
existing file system)

Define optional 
access rights for 
various user roles

Configure data 
import

Import data

Use the relevant 
TopicPilot app and 
the Web browser

TopicPilot makes diverse and complex documents directly 
available – on mobile devices and on the Web.

Minimum effort:



Information management 
with the DOCUFY Suite

Information is the lubricant of 
the digital world

Trends such as digitalisation, industry 4.0, 
big data and the internet of things are 
decisive factors in the products of tomorrow 
and a crucial element of how our society 
develops. It is becoming increasingly com-
plex to manage information, content and 
knowledge along the entire product lifecycle, 
with data quality becoming more and more 
important. From collecting and processing 
information to distribution, dissemination 
and application feedback: intelligent infor-
mation is the lubricant of the digital world. 
The DOCUFY Suite can help your company 
to access this information and secure the 
long-term success of your company with the 
knowledge the information contains.

Digitalization
Product Engineering

Industry 4.0

Cloud
Knowledge ManagementIoT – Internet of Things

AutomatizationPLM - Product Lifecycle Management

Digital twin

Mobile Work

Lot-size 1Content Delivery

Big Data

Content Management 

Predictive Maintenance

E-Learning



With the DOCUFY Suite, high-quality data can be 
registered, reviewed multiple times and enriched 
with metadata. As a result, users get exactly the right 
information they are looking for, without any detours.

Nadine Prill, 
CEO, DOCUFY GmbH

„The right information 
at the right time 
in the right place.“ 



Excellent 
Information. 
Everywhere

The individual needs of 
our customers drive our 
solution oriented action. 
With a competent team 
of experts working with 
innovative and passionate 
minds and with our strong 
business partners, we will 
find the answers to your 
questions of tomorrow.

https://www.docufy.de/
en/company/docufy-suite



DOCUFY Product Suite

obtain
information

process
information

get
feedback

use
information

distribute
information

DOCUFY Layouter

DOCUFY COSIMA

DOCUFY Maintenance
Manager

DOCUFY Learning

DOCUFY CAx 
Quality Manager

DOCUFY CAx 
Analytics

DOCUFY Machine
Safety

DOCUFY Topic 
Pilot



DOCUFY GmbH | Kirschäckerstraße 27 | 96052 Bamberg | www.docufy.de/en 

DOCUFY develops high-quality software solutions for technical documentation, design, and service. From technology 
startups to global industrial groups - our more than 900 customers operate in the automotive industry, mechanical 
and plant engineering, medical technology, and the software sector. Over 130 employees have been contributing to 
DOCUFY's sustainable success with their expertise for over 25 years.

We offer consulting and development services for our software products in order to customize our standard solutions to 
the specific requirements of our customers. With the DOCUFY Suite, we have created solutions to tap into the potential 
of company-wide information and deliver it to specific users. From design to maintenance - throughout the entire 
product life cycle: Excellent Information. Everywhere.


